
HOOKING UP TWO MONITORS HDMI

DisplayPort â€” Similar to HDMI, but has a flat edge on one You can connect an adapter for any of the above.

Program the Monitors on Your Computer Programming the monitors to work as desired varies slightly by
your operating system. This will make it so that only the programs you have on the second display show up in
the taskbar on the second display. So if you end up using two different monitors, just make sure they both
support the same resolution p, p, , , etc. You also need to consider the extra cords, plugs and access required to
reach outlets while positioning the monitors. When you use different monitors, the main issue is with respect
to the resolution. The second thing to think about when it comes to monitors are the connections on the back.
As you can see in my example, the 2 monitor is the left monitor on my desk, so it matches what Windows
sees. In my example, 2 is on the left and 1 is on the right. Check available ports on your laptop Then you may
need to check the ports on your laptop. Cheaper monitors usually have less connections, which is fine, but just
make sure the connections on the monitor match the outputs on your graphics card. This should bring you to
the Customize your display screen where you should see a 1 and 2, each number representing a monitor.
Overall, Windows 10 does a good job with supporting multiple monitors and hopefully gets better as time
goes on. Apply the desired settings and you are ready to use the dual monitor system. This can be caused by
the improper connection, defective monitor or cables. The last option is the most important. Next, we can
configure how the taskbar works on each monitor. Having two screens changes the perspective while requiring
extra space. To do this, right-click on the taskbar and go to Properties. Do they have to be the same? In
addition to the ports on your laptop, the monitors should have the corresponding ports as well. Click the
Identify button and a number will pop up on each display. How to Setup Dual Monitors in Windows
Customize each screen with its own Start button, wallpaper, and more Written by: Aseem Kishore , Twitter:
akishore Posted on: in: Computer Tips Setting up dual monitors used to be an expensive and complicated task
back in the days, but thanks to cheap graphics cards and cheap monitors, pretty much any modern computer
can support dual monitors nowadays. Adapters are often sold alongside the cables in retail stores. On a Mac
computer, click the Menu then System Preferences. For laptops, you might want to choose Duplicate these
displays or one of the Show only on X options if you are connecting to a higher resolution external monitor.
That will save your time and money to connect them. Do the same for the second monitor.


